
I’m AskTery,
a chatbot

Your 24/7 Live Representative

Website: http://www.asktery.com/



Cyberweb Hotel, LLC  is a hotel technology company engaged in developing Hotel 

Software, Hotel Website & Hotel Digital Marketing operating in the USA since last 

25 years. We provide software and solutions to almost 1200+ hotels in the United 

States

Vision
We create lifelong & expanding 
success in the area of wealth, 
education, joy & experience of 
accomplishment for everyone

Mission
We create and deliver practical 
& innovative technological 
solutions urgently needed by 
everyone

Teams
Our  team members are 
champions with the passionate 
commitment to deliver great 
value to clients through 
innovation & effectiveness.

Partners
Cyberweb Hotels is an Authorized  
Partner/ vendor of AAHOA, LPS, 
Google & Godaddy.
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What is a chatbot?

01 A computer built program to simulate the human 
conversation.

02 Virtual assistants programmed to automatically answer 
user requests.

03 Interprets the user input & respond with automatic 
outputs.
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AskTery Chatbot

Requirements:

1. As a business owner/ manager, I want a 
chatbot to answer FAQs, so that it can reduce the 
workload of a front desk staff.

2. As a guest, I want fast information about a 
business, so that I can decide if it meets my 
needs. 

3. As a business owner/ manager, I want the 
chatbot to learn more about the business, so that 
it can improve in performance. 
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Benefits of AskTery?

★ Available 24*7

★ Cuts down operational cost

★ Offers personalized experience

★ Automates repetitive tasks

★ Monitors customer data and gives better insights

★ Implementation is easy

★ Makes Your Website a Helpdesk with Zero-Waiting Time

★ Improves Customer Service
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Introducing: Lorem ipsum
Showcase how your tools work across different devices

Lorem ipsum dolor sit 
amet, consectetur 
adipiscing elit. Curabitur 
eleifend a diam quis 
suscipit. Fusce 
venenatis nunc ut lectus 
convallis, sit amet 
egestas mi rutrum.
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wxNiwANDG_A


>> Preparing QnA document for the
company.

>> Verify the information

>> Personalized touch

>> Report & Analysis

>> Track customers feedback & improve

$350/yr

Getting Started!!
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Thank You!

www.asktery.com
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